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How We Design Market-Dominating Websites – Part 2

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to part 2 of the website design and layout presentation. This presentation will continue the process we started in part 1, and provide you with the
in-depth secrets behind the design and layout techniques that produce lead
generating and money-making websites.

When we completed part 1, we had just discussed the three principles
that must always be present if your marketing is going to be effective.
First; all marketing must grab the prospect’s attention. Second, every prospect,
no matter who they are or what they buy, is always looking for the BEST DEAL.
And third, your marketing must contain a low or no risk offer to further

facilitate the prospects decision making process.
Now we need to insure that you always include these three principles, and
that’s the job of the Marketing Equation. You need to follow the Marketing
Equation for every marketing piece you develop, and that includes your
website and landing pages. So commit this to memory. Interrupt + Engage + Educate + Offer equal big bucks. Let’s break down the marketing
equation and discuss each component as it applies to your website.
First you must interrupt your prospects so that they’ll notice and pay attention to your message. This is done with an attention-grabbing headline.
Attention-grabbing means “hot button” oriented. It’s absolutely crucial
that your headline address a major problem, concern, fear or frustration
that your prospects generally experience when they buy what you sell.
The headline is by far the single most important part of any marketing
piece, and especially when it comes to your website.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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If your prospects don’t read or notice the headline, then they won’t stay
on your site, no matter how well it’s written or designed. So if your headline doesn’t do its job the rest of your site is nothing but a waste of time,
effort and money.
But if you look at almost every single website on the planet, you will immediately notice that NO ONE is doing this.
The top of most websites
always have the name of
their business, and then
often contains a cute little
slogan or tagline, and possibly a picture of the person offering the service or
a picture of the product
being offered for sale.
That’s a tremendous waste
of the most important real
estate on that site.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Let me say this again as emphatically as I possibly can. No one; and I
mean NO ONE cares one bit what you have named your business, or
what you look like. Prospects only care about what’s important to them.
They’ve come to your website in search of a solution to a major problem,
frustration, fear or concern that has come into their life, and they want it
out of their life, FAST!

NOTES: (click below to add)
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That’s what the headline MUST do; hit that specific hot button so the moment they land on your website they actually think to themselves, “I’m
home! This person understands EXACTLY what I want, exactly what I’m
going through. This is a person I MAY be able to trust and do business with.
I’m not absolutely sure about that yet, but they have now earned my ATTENTION for a few more minutes, and I’m willing to listen to their message.
And as long as they stay focused on that message I will continue to pay
attention. Deviate from that message, even for a moment, and I’m out
of here!” Seriously, that’s
EXACTLY what your prospects are thinking every
time they land on your
website or landing page.
This again highlights the
critical importance for you
to select a niche market,
and stop trying to be all
things to all people. Your
prospects are coming to
your site for a specific reason, so make sure that reason is a primary hot button within your niche market. And let them know
you specialize in that niche market the moment they arrive with an attention-grabbing headline at the very top of your site.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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No matter what the medium, every marketing piece starts with a headline—and that headline must grab the prospect’s attention, effectively and
immediately. On a website or a landing page, the headline is printed in the
largest type, so the eye goes to it first.
If it’s written correctly, the right attention-grabbing headline also serves
a crucial function that many marketers and business owners don’t think
about; it immediately qualifies your target customer and disqualifies those
prospects who aren’t your target customer. A well-crafted headline will
speak directly to those prospects that genuinely want or need your product or service. And those are the prospects you want.
Unfortunately, simply grabbing your prospects attention is not going to
get your message across, because the moment after you’ve grabbed it,
you’ll lose it within seconds - unless you’re carefully following the marketing equation.
Once you’ve grabbed your prospect’s attention, you must ensure that
the very next thing they see or hear engages that attention—and that’s
the subheadline’s job. Your sub-headline needs to engage your prospect’s
attention by promising to provide them with vital decision-making information that will solve the major concern or frustration that was addressed
in the headline.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Your subheadline must build on the impact of the headline. It must connect,
and be so intriguing that the prospect will be compelled to read further. Your
subheadline will be in the second-largest font in your marketing piece, plus it
will be placed directly below your headline, so that it appears to flow naturally
out of your headline.
Notice how the headline and sub-headline work together on our heating and
cooling website to Interrupt and Engage our target customer by first, addressing the major problem or concern taking place in their life, and then second,
promising to provide them with vital, decision making information that will solve
that major problem or concern.
Let me repeat that again, the
headline addresses the biggest problem, concern, fear
or frustration your target customer typically experiences
when they buy what you sell,
and the sub-headline promises (not gives, promises) that if
they continue to read or listen
to the rest of the message,
they will discover the solution
to that problem.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Here are some additional examples that demonstrate the awesome attention-grabbing power of well written headlines and subheadlines.

IS YOUR SMALL BUSINESS BECOMING A VICTIM OF THE RECESSION?
FAILING TO HAVE THESE SYSTEMS IN PLACE INCREASES YOUR CHANCES
OF FAILURE BY ALMOST 3-1
If your small business was experiencing hard times would you be compelled to
continue reading or listening to the information on this website?

NOTES: (click below to add)
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FINDING IT DIFFICULT IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE TO GET PREGNANT?
DOCTORS ARE ASTOUNDED BY NEW MIRACLE PILL THAT INCREASES
YOUR CHANCES OF CONCEPTION BY 211%
Regardless if you’re male or female, if you and your significant other were having difficulty conceiving a baby, would this headline / subheadline combination
grab your attention and keep you engaged?
This works no matter what the product, service or industry.

WANT TO QUIT SMOKING FOR GOOD, WITHOUT WILL POWER,
DRUGS, OR CRAVINGS, AND WITHOUT GETTING FAT?
A RECENTLY DISCOVERED MEDICAL PROCEDURE CAN DO ALL OF THIS
AND MORE, IN JUST 30 DAYS
Even if you weren’t a smoker, would you be all but compelled to find out just what
this recently discovered medical procedure is all about? Of course you would.
Now that you’ve Interrupted the prospect by getting their attention, and Engaged them by making a promise of providing them with decision making information that solves their problem, it’s time to seal the deal so to speak.
Now you must Educate your reader by providing them with significant, innovation information about how it is that your business delivers on the promises you
made in the headline and sub-headline. In print ads, this is the task of the lengthiest piece of text in your entire marketing piece: the body copy. On a website,
this is often called your sales letter.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Think of it this way, you’re a trial lawyer, and the jury is made up of prospects
you’re trying to convince. Your headline and subheadline would be your opening statement in front of that jury, and it would sound something like this:

“LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE JURY, JOHN SMITH MURDERED
MIKE JONES,
(that would be your headline)
AND I’LL PROVE IT BY REVEALING FOUR CRITICAL PIECES OF DAMAGING
EVIDENCE THE PROSECUTION DOESN’T WANT YOU TO SEE.”
(that’s your subheadline)

When you combine the two, everyone on that jury would be dying to find
out what that evidence is? Once you interrupt and engage your prospects, it’s up to the body copy to detail your case by presenting all the
relevant evidence that will convince your prospects to buy what you sell.
In the case of our product or service, your body copy must convince your
prospects that you have the best product or service available.
But simply telling them that you’re the best value isn’t enough, because
anyone can say anything. You have to prove it. Your body copy must emphasize and elaborate on the benefits the prospect wants, and not simply
the features you have.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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The single biggest and most common mistake businesspeople make is
to focus constantly on their business’s features, and not on its benefits.
There’s an old adage in the world of sales: “Features tell, benefits sell.”
Businesses that focus on features will forever compete on price. Businesses that focus on benefits will forever compete on value.
Remember, EVERY prospect is looking for the best deal—and that does
not mean the lowest price: it means the most value. Prospects will pay
a higher price if they understand the value of your product or service.
Therefore, it’s imperative that your body copy informs your prospects
about your greatest value with crystal clarity.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Let’s revisit our heating and cooling contractor website. This landing page focuses on an easy hot button, an emergency repair. But what if this HVAC contractor wanted to create a landing page for their general furnace repair? Their
headline/subheadline might look something like this:

NEED TO FIND AN HVAC CONTRACTOR WHO WON’T RIP YOU OFF?
3 QUESTIONS TO ASK IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE FAST SERVICE, FAIR
PRICING & PROFESSIONAL REPAIRS!

This headline Interrupts and the subheadline Engages by promising a
solution, in this case, the right questions to ask to make sure you find a
reputable contractor. But let’s suppose this small business owner wasn’t
comfortable with video and elected to go with text instead of video?

NOTES: (click below to add)
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The first thing they need to do is resist the temptation to list everything
they do, and instead, focus on only one hot button at a time. You will only
have a few seconds to inform a prospective homeowner how your HVAC
company will solve their major hot button. So what if we created text that
Educated by saying something like this.
Question #1: How Quickly Can You Get Here?
When your furnace goes out, you usually need someone RIGHT NOW! Make
sure the contractor you call will respond to non-emergency calls within 4 hours
– and emergency calls within 90 minutes.
Question #2: How Do I Know You Won’t Overcharge Me?
A majority of contractors charge anywhere from double to triple their “normal” rate for emergency calls. Check and make sure that the contractor you call
doesn’t overcharge you for emergency repairs.
Question #3: Do Your Workers Sign A Code Of Ethics Standard?
Ask your contractor for proof of references and background checks on the
people that work for them. Find out if these workers have signed, and abide by,
a legally enforceable Code Of Conduct & Ethics Agreement that states they will
follow professional guidelines.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Just the fact that these major hot button issues are being addressed right up
front gives this contractor credibility and begins to establish trust and rapport.
Remember, your website or landing page should focus on one hot button only.
In the case of this landing
page, it may appear there
are three separate hot buttons being addressed here,
but these are all linked to one
overall hot button, to avoid
being ripped off. Remember,
the hot button is ALWAYS addressed in your headline, so if
you ever have trouble staying focused on the hot button you’re dealing with, just
glance at your headline to remind yourself.
If you don’t use video, then all of this information goes into the body copy on
your landing page or website to fully educate your prospects. If you use video,
this is the information your video would discuss. The advantage of video is it
links a personality to the benefits. The video establishes a much higher degree
of trust and rapport, that is, providing it comes across as sincere. Be sure your
video conveys your personality as well as the personality of your business.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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There’s one more thing worth noting here. You may be wondering why we
didn’t use the “problem, solution, offer” format in the body copy for this landing page or website. This goes right back to the importance of knowing and
understanding your target customer, as well as their thought process.
The “problem, solution, offer” format is used to convince a prospect to buy
your product or service. But that isn’t the case in this example is it? This prospect has a furnace problem that needs to be fixed. They are already sold on
the fact that they need this solution. It would be a complete waste of time to
Educate someone to buy something they already know they want.
In this specific situation, most prospects coming to this website are looking to select a vendor for the job. They’re looking at what we refer to as vendor selection
criteria. That’s why the hot button here is to avoid getting ripped off, and the three
areas of utmost concern are fast service, fair pricing and professional repairs.
Do you see why it is so important for small business owners to start with their
target customer profile and then the thought process? Without those two critical fundamentals in place, marketing your business is practically impossible. So
in this example, we’re educating the prospect on vendor selection items. Once
you educate them, and they understand the value of your product or service, it’s
time to make them an Offer.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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You must always position a compelling Offer on your landing page or website.
No matter what form or format you use, every marketing piece needs to close
with a compelling offer. If you don’t, ninety-nine prospects out of a hundred will
simply click off your site. Your prospect will not take any action unless you ask
them to do so, and give them a very good reason why they should do so.
Your offer has one purpose and one purpose only: to get your prospect to take
a specific action. The offer step is often referred to as the “call to action.” To get
the maximum number of prospects to respond to your call to action, structure
your compelling offer so it’s a low – or better yet, no-risk way to lead your prospect to take the next step in the sales process — to take a specific action.
I’m often astonished at the number of times I see a website that has no offer at all!
Most landing pages do contain offers, but the “call to action” often creates a perceived high risk in the mind of the prospect, and prevents them from responding.
“Call us today for a free consultation” is a very common offer. But that offer
conveys a massive “high risk” situation for the prospect. When they see this
they begin to think they’re contacting a pushy sales person who will bombard
them with a hard sales pitch.” However, your sales process will determine if this
is indeed the case.
For our HVAC contractor, a prospect with a broken furnace will immediately want to speak with someone over the phone. They won’t have any interest
whatsoever in requesting a free report.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Now, if my HVAC company
installed home humidifiers
that would be an entirely different story. A humidifier is
NOT something that requires
immediate action, and most
prospects begin the buying
process by gathering information first, so offering them
that information would be the
appropriate offer.
This just serves to again
highlight the extreme importance of knowing, understanding and mapping out your sales process. And
don’t forget that an HVAC company could offer both furnace repair and humidifier installations.
That’s why they should use landing pages so their individual marketing pieces
can direct them to a dedicated site that addresses the proper hot button issue
and makes the appropriate offer. A website would only confuse prospects by
offering multiple links that require prospects to search the site, which unfortunately, most of them won’t.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Notice with this HVAC contractor how the offer matches the information we just
educated them on. If you educate them that something is vital to their decision,
you MUST make sure your offer highlights that your business has removed that
obstacle from their decision. Can you see how this offer makes this business the
obvious choice to call? I guarantee this landing page will bury their competition
and leave them in the dust.
Be sure you select the right offer for your product or service. If you sell a low or moderately-priced product or service, the next step might be to buy. If you
sell a more expensive item, the next action step might be to request additional
information. One excellent way to do this is to offer a free informational report.
A report allows you to provide additional details about the benefits you provide
that you may not have sufficient time or room to cover on your website.
If you own a business that requires your prospects to be educated about the
benefits of doing business with you, your compelling offer should always revolve around a free informational report.
If you offer a free report, it should be available upon request. Prospects should
be able to call and request a report to be physically mailed to them, or better
yet, directed to a landing page where they can enter their first name and their
email address so they can instantly receive the report.
The key is to capture the prospects contact information when they call or go
online to request the report. This allows you to focus your marketing efforts on
those prospects that have shown a genuine interest in your business. Once you
capture their contact information, you always want to begin a “drip campaign.”
NOTES: (click below to add)
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This simply means you market directly to them by sending additional, compelling marketing pieces that also follow the marketing equation. Each follow-up
piece should continue to educate your prospects on the innovations of your
product or service, and the benefits those innovations provide to them.
Your drip campaign should NEVER focus solely on attempting to sell them your
services. That is an instant turn-off for prospects. By using an “Educational”
based approach, your prospects will quickly come to the conclusion that they
would be an absolute fool to do business with any other business but yours.
Remember, you have added innovations to your business, and you now offer
exactly what your prospects want and need. When you provide someone with
what they want, you don’t need to sell. They will ask you if they can buy.
The “Marketing Equation” of Interrupt, Engage, Educate and Offer has proven
itself to be a powerful formula for generating more interest, more prospects and
more sales. So be sure to follow it in all of your marketing, and that includes your
website and landing pages.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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WEIGHT LOSS
Let’s look at some sample websites that use the marketing equation. Let’s begin
with a website that caters to weight loss.
Notice the headline is hitting the “hot button” that immediately Interrupts overweight prospects by stating that losing weight has nothing to do with food. The
subheadline instantly engages by promising the solution, “If you’re tired of DIETING, then this is the solution for you!”

NOTES: (click below to add)
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They go on to Educate the
prospect by giving them 3
separate choices depending
on their specific situation and
preferences and the offer is
located on the right to receive
a free e-cookbook by subscribing to their e-zine. This
offer is commonly referred to
as an “ethical bribe.” An ethical bribe is offering something
considered to be added value
in exchange for a commitment
from the prospect.
In this case, the ethical bribe is the free e-cookbook in exchange for the prospects name and email. The only thing I don’t like about this site is the link options
on the left. I believe these distract from the message and the flow of the page.
As a general rule, you never want more than 6 links to ever appear on the page,
and I prefer to see them located in the middle of the page just above the fold.
However, notice how this site has been developed to produce “back-end sales.”
The “Shop Online” link allows prospects and clients to order directly online.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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STRENGTH TRAINING
Let’s look at another website
that offers to improve an individual’s “hand strength.”
Another good use of the marketing equation, although I
would prefer to see the name
Functional Hand Strength at
the bottom and the side links
reduced in number and located just above the fold. I would
also prefer the offer box to be
larger and more prominently displayed. One additional observation here - notice that since this site requires the prospect to scroll down the page, they have
added an additional subscribe box at the bottom of the page. Very smart.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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REAL ESTATE
Here’s the website for a business that buys houses.
Do you think this headline
and subheadline are perfect
matches for their ideal prospects hot buttons? Anyone
needing to sell their home is
only going to consider this
option if something has happened in their life that requires fast action. This site
hits that hot button instantly.
I also don’t mind the location of the links at the top of this particular site. They’re
available if needed, but so small they aren’t a distraction.
The Educate is simple, quick, easy to read and easy to understand. Notice how it
focuses on the benefits, NOT the features. It doesn’t say that we submit your offer to lenders or speculators, but focuses solely on the benefits of them possibly
receiving full market value, relief of stress, and the attainment of peace of mind.
The offer is excellent. It’s non-threatening and perfectly suited for this type of
prospect looking for fast action, a free quote on their home by email. They provide an excellent call to action with specific instructions regarding what to do. If
you fail to be specific, your prospects may or may not take action.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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PARENTING ADVICE
Here’s the website for a
business that provides parenting advice.
I would give this site a C. I
would prefer the very top of
the site be relocated to the
very bottom. Prospects could
care less what the name of your
business is or who you are. Remember, they only care about
what you can do for them.
I again like the location of the links across the top of the site. They’re available if
needed without being distracting. Unfortunately, the headline completely misses the mark as an Interrupt and there is no subheadline to Engage.
Let’s think about his target customer for a moment. WHY would a prospect be
looking for parenting advice? Would it be because they think they’re bad parents and they’re looking to improve themselves? NO WAY! Always remember a
central theme for your marketing; the vast majority of all prospects are reactive
rather than proactive.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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We’re much more interested in solving a problem than acquiring pleasure. The
ONLY reason a prospect will come to this site looking for parenting help is if
they have a major problem with their child. Chances are they have a child who
is completely out of control. You’ve seen kids like that, haven’t you - yelling,
screaming, back-talking to their parents? And in this situation, the poor parents
have no idea what to do or say to stop the uncontrolled behavior. Then THAT is
what the headline MUST address.
What do you think about this headline / subheadline combination:

ARE YOU SICK AND TIRED OF THE YELLING, SCREAMING
AND BELLIGERENT ATTITUDE OF YOUR CHILD?
NOW YOU CAN DISCOVER THE SECRETS TO CONTROLLING YOUR CHILD
AND INSTANTLY RESTORE PEACE AND QUIET IN YOUR HOME
Would that Interrupt and Engage most prospects looking for help for an unruly
child? Are you beginning to understand the absolute importance of following
the marketing equation in every piece of marketing you develop?
Here’s another flaw. There’s no Educate on this site except to say that prospects
will find “tons of great information” here. Most prospects will NOT take their
valuable time to go “hunting.” And by the way, think how absurd that sounds to
his target customer. Parents visiting this site have a kid who is completely out
of control. They want a solution, and FAST! Gee, just what I want to do, go read
TONS of great information - like I have time to do that. Do you see why creating
a successful and well thought out sales process is such a critical fundamental
when building a successful business?

NOTES: (click below to add)
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His offer also misses the mark, completely. The name of the report: “The Secret
for Parents” is somewhat compelling, but then he again is way off track when
you consider his target customer. Look what he says next, a special report on
how you can learn the secrets of nurturing well behaved children. OK, great,
except I don’t have a well behaved child!
My kid is throwing a tantrum, and I have no clue under the sun how to make
them stop. I came here to find THAT solution, NOT have you tell me how to
nurture a well behaved child that I DON’T have! This again highlights the absolute importance of knowing and understanding your target customer, AND their
thought process.
Do you think he would have much more success if he used this title for the report:
“LEARN THE SECRETS TO
GAINING & MAINTAINING
COMPLETE CONTROL OF
YOUR CHILD IN LESS THAN
60 SECONDS.”
Seriously, is that better?

NOTES: (click below to add)
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If you were this type of target customer, which report would you be more compelled to want to get your hands on? There is one other thing this site does that
every business should be taking advantage of these days, it has a secondary
offer.
On this site, the doctor’s main offer is for his free special report. But if you do
NOT sign up to receive it, and you attempt to leave his page empty-handed, you
suddenly see this,
Before you leave, he’s going to see if he can at least entice you to sign up for his
newsletter.
Many sites are now making additional offers for additional products and services, as well as optional pricing. In fact, here’s a suggestion that may save you
and your business a lot of money in the future. One trend I’ve noticed today is
a “before-you-go” price reduction offer.
I was on a site recently that had a product for sale for the amount of $24.95. I
decided to wait and order it later. As I clicked off the site, a “pop-up” appeared,
similar to the one we just discussed that said:

NOTES: (click below to add)
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WAIT! Before you go, we would like to extend a final offer for this product. Buy
now and it’s yours for the ridiculously low price of $18.88.
Many businesses, if they don’t
make the initial sale, will offer
you a 10% to 40% discount on
whatever it is they’re selling,
as long as you buy NOW! So
for future reference, it may
pay to NEVER purchase initially from any website. Instead, click off and see if you
receive a better offer. You can
always go back and purchase
if you don’t.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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HEADLINE EXAMPLES
SUCCESSFUL WEBSITES
THAT USE THE MARKETING
EQUATION

In order to create an effective website, you MUST follow the Marketing Equation.
First you must interrupt your prospects so that they’ll notice and pay attention
to your message. This is done with an attention-grabbing headline. Once you’ve
grabbed your prospect’s attention, you must ensure that the very next thing
they see or hear engages that attention—and that’s the subheadlines job. Your
sub-headline needs to engage your prospect’s attention by promising to provide them with vital decision-making information that will solve the major concern or frustration that was addressed in the headline.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Then you must Educate your reader by providing them with significant, innovation information about how it is that your business delivers on the promises
you made in the headline and sub-headline. It’s imperative that your body copy
informs your prospects about your greatest value with crystal clarity. Once you
educate them, and they understand the value of your product or service, it’s
time to make them an Offer.
You must always position a compelling Offer on your landing page or website.
No matter what form or format you use, every marketing piece needs to close
with a compelling offer. If you don’t, ninety-nine prospects out of a hundred will
simply click off your site. Your prospect will not take any action unless you ask
them to do so, and give them a very good reason why they should do so.

Your offer has one purpose and one purpose only: to get your prospect
to take a specific action. The offer step is often referred to as the “call to
action.” To get the maximum number of prospects to respond to your call
to action, structure your compelling offer so it’s a low – or better yet, norisk way to lead your prospect to take the next step in the sales process
— to take a specific action.
Follow our proven and tested Marketing Equation, and your website and landing
page will generate leads and sales for your business.
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In Part 3 of this presentation, we will explain in more detail the power and importance of landing pages versus websites. Most small business owners should
actually use simple landing pages rather than spending a fortune developing
full blown websites, especially if you plan to use pay-per-click as a marketing
strategy.
A website is like an online brochure for a business. It typically contains information about the company, ALL of its offerings, where it’s located and how to
contact them. NONE of this information is relevant when attempting to sell a
specific product or service. It’s simply too much irrelevant information. This becomes a major distraction instead of a valued asset. So in Part 3, let’s continue
to build on the fundamentals required to structure your website so it grows your
business quickly and successfully.
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NEXT PRESENTATION

Our overall focus is always on helping you build the business you want, a business that operates with total and complete confidence and certainty. Begin to
apply the information we’ve covered in this presentation, and use it to build a
competition-crushing, market-dominating business.
So until next time, here’s to your success.
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